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LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS

BlbllotHeque natlonale
Earlier this year, I paid a brief visit to the Bibllotheque natlonale In
Paris. The Library, which has been a national depository library since 1537,
occupies almost an entire block not far from the Opera. A visitor is required
to state the purpose of his research, his affiliation, nationality, and other
matters. The general catalog room contains the card catalog which is divided
into two files, where cards are arranged alphabetically by author/anonymous
work title or by subject, each file being grouped into several blocks
chronologically by the accession date. There is also a multi-volume book-form
catalog of printed books in the Library's collection. Computerization of
the catalogs has been attempted but without success so f a r .
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The Oriental Manuscript Division (Division des Manussrits orientaux) contains
a small room with reference books shelved against the walls up to the
ceiling. Ms. Kelko Kosugi, one of the librarians In charge of the Japanese
collection, provided a tour of the Japanese collection, which was shelved on
two decks in the stack area. The most important part of the Oriental
Manuscript Division is, of course, the Paul Pelliot collection of Tun-huang
manuscripts, which seem to occupy one half of the decks. The Japanese
manuscript collection is much smaller with the Lesouef collection, one of the
largest private collections, now housed there.3 its catalog^ lists 208
printed books, and a small number of manuscripts Including Naraehon, mostly
of the Edo period. This collection consists largely of Illustrated books and
books of paintings, among which are a number of 'Meisho zue' (Illustrated
guide-books for local scenic or famous places In Japan), a copy of the Tale of
Genji (undated), and Hokusai manga (a printed book of sketches by Hokusai).
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The Library receives approximately 100 current periodical titles, and has
120,000 monographs in the Japanese collection, primarily In the humanities and
art8. The card catalog of the Japanese collection Is housed In the reading
room of the Oriental Manuscript Division side by side with other Oriental
language card catalogs. Copies of the cards are also filed in the general
catalog. The cards for pre-Meiji works are separately filed. The stacks are
closed to the public.
In addition to the general reading room and the Oriental manuscript reading
room, there are separate reading rooms for other manuscripts, periodicals
(current), prints and photographs, maps, coins and medals, music, audiovisual
materials, theatre arts, rare books, and government publications.

1

Catalogue general des llvres imprin.es de la Bibllotheque natlonale.
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See also Kosugi, Keiko. "Furansu kokuritsu toshokan no genkyo," Joho
kanri v. 23, no.6 (Sept. 1980) p. 523.
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3
This collection had been formerly housed in the Fondation Smith Lesouef
Library in a suburb of Paris, cf. Matsuzaki, Sekiko. "Pari ni okeru Nihongo
tosho shozo toshokan, sono rekishi to genjo," Biburosu v. 31, no. 5 (May 1980)
pp. 3-4.
^
Catalogue des livres et manuscrits japonais collectionnes par A.
Lesouef. Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1897.
5

Pigeot, Jacqueline & Kosugi, Keiko. "Pari no Naraehon korekushon,"
Otogl-zoshi no sekat, compiled by Nara Ehon Kokusai Kenkyu Kaigi. Tokyo:
Sanseido", 1982 pp. 257-262. This article lists seven more titles of Naraehon,
beside the seven titles in the Lesouef collection. It has been reported that
the Division systematically collected Naraehon (story books Illustrated by
hand with color paintings, popular during the late Muromachi and early Edo
periods.), cf. Matsuzaki, op. cit. , p. 6.
6
According to the union list of Japanese periodicals in the libraries in
Paris, 1982, the Bibllotheque natlonale holds approximately 270 periodicals In
Japanese, cf. Catalogue collectlf des periodlques japonais conserves dans
les blbliotheques de Paris
Pari ko-shlrltsu toshokan shozo Wazasshl sogo
mokuroku. Paris: L'Asiatheque, 1982. xv, 169 pp.
3

(Yoshiko Yoshimura)

Developments in the East Asian Collection, Hoover Institution, Fall 1984
Just as the East Asian Collection (EAC) at Stanford University and the Hoover
Institution was the first library in the United States to purchase and begin
using the Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) Transtech electronic computer for
recording cataloged materials, so will the EAC now be among the first East
Asian libraries in the United States to close Its card catalog and rely solely
upon the RLIN on-line catalog record.
As of October 1984 the EAC will terminate the production and filing of catalog
cards for its acquired library materials. One card only will be created for
the EAC's shelf-list, and that will be derived from a print-out of the RLIN
on-line record already produced.
Users of the EAC will be provided the following services to permit rapid and
comprehensive access and use of the collection's materials.
First, a quarterly print-out of RLIN on-line records will be made available in
the EAC's card catalog room. This information will be presented In an
easy-to-use format showing the user by romanized author and title all
materials cataloged in the most recent three months.
Second, any user may request a search for a record (when not found in the card
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catalog or believed to be In the RLIN data base) at the circulation desk of
the EAC. Library staff stand ready to search for any item by author and/or
title to determine if that record is already housed in the EAC or at another
library.
Third, for East Asian Studies faculty and graduate students who desire to
search the RLIN on-line data base themselves, instruction for searching in the
romanized and vernacular mode will be made available by the staff.
The EAC is now one of eighteen East Asian Libraries comprising the RLIN
on-line data base. Our terminals have the capability of searching in both the
romanized and vernacular mode. As this data base grows, users will have
enormous capability of identifying materials relevant to their topics of
research and interest. The current information revolution made possible by
the Transtech electronic computer and others with similar capabilities will
provide a vast range of services and benefits for users.
(Ramon H. Myers
Curator-Scholar)

Hoover Institution
The East Asian Collection of the Hoover Institution has purchased 1,963
volumes of rare Japanese materials from a private book collector. Most of the
books date back to the first half of the 19th century or earlier. They are
primarily popular illustrated accounts of the age, reflecting Japanese
perceptions of the society, customs and manners, literature, art, education,
the role of women, as well as their impressions of the Westerners who had
begun to visit the country. None of these books have been reprinted in the
20th century. While it is difficult to determine to what extent they
duplicate other major American collection of premodern Japanese books, a
cursory survey suggests that many are unique.
Some of the serials contained in the collection are incomplete, and there is
evidence that some materials have a "scrapbook" character. But these are
popular genre items written for townfolk. For that reason, the collection
should be of great interest for social as well as literary and art historians
of premodern Japan.
(Emiko M. Moffitt)
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Professional Vacancies

University of Alberta
Position:

Librarian for East Asian Languages and Literature

Available:

November 15, 1984

Qualifications:

A degree in Library Science; bilingual status
(i.e. a s native speaker) in English and either
Chinese or Japanese; quasi native-speaker
competence in the oriental language not covered In
the bilingual qualification; reading knowledge of
Korean; and experience to book selection or
collection development. Previous cataloguing
experience would be highly desirable.

Salary:

$29,720 to $38,520

Apply to:

Peter Freeman, Chief Librarian, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2J8.

By:

October 15, 1984

University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas
Position:

Assistant East Asian Librarian

Available:

January 1, 1985

Length of Appointment:

12-month, tenure-track

Responsibilities:

Responsible for collection development,
acquisitions, cataloging, and public service
relevant to Chinese materials in the East Asian
Library. Also assists In general operations of
the department. The East Asian collection
consists of approximately 100,000 volumes in
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, with a staff of 2
professional librarians, 1 fte support staff and 3
fte s t u d e n t assistants.

Qualifications:

ALA-accredited MLS; native-level fluency in modern
Chinese; ability to read classical Chinese;
ability to communicate and Interact effectively
with faculty, staff, and students; U.S.
citizenship or permanent residency status.
Strongly prefer library experience with East Asian
materials relevant to duties described above,
strong subject concentration in Chinese studies.
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Salary:

$17,000-125,000 dependent upon qualifications

Benefits:

Vacation of 22 working days per year; 1 day per
month of sick leave; TIAA/CREF retirement; choice
of three health Insurance options with dental
coverage (Individual coverage provided);
sabbatical leave eligibility.

By:

November 30, 1984

Apply to:

Sandra K. Gilliland, Assistant to the Dean,
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, KS
66045-2800.
MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY

The University of Leiden
Position:

Librarian of the S i n o l o g leal Institute

Available:

March 1, 1985

Responsibilities:

Overall supervision of the Library, and active
direction and control of the acquisition and
p r o c e s s i n g of Chinese and Japanese-language
materials. He or she will also be expected to
maintain and expand contacts and exchange
relationships with institutions in the Far East.

Qualifications:

The successful applicant must have extensive
experience of Sinological library work, an
excellent active command of spoken and written
Chinese, and at least a passive knowledge of
Japanese. He or she must be experienced or
Interested In the application of modern technical
advancements In the library field.

Salary:

Df56,000 maximum

Apply to:

Head, Personnel Department, University of Leiden,
P.O.B. 9500, 2300 RA Leiden, the Netherlands.

By:

November 30, 1984

